
  
Welcome Back 

 
 
 

 

ENGLISH 

In English this half term, we will be focusing 
on our whole school topic of animation. 
Our class story is Umbrella, and we will be 
using this to explore emotions and linking 
this to Zones of regulations. Millennium will 
be writing different strategies to manage 
different feelings for the characters.  
In Sycamore, we will be learning about 
what different emotions we may feel as 
well as linking emotions to different 
scenarios.  

MATHS  

Our Math’s learning this term in Millennium will be 
identifying, representing and estimating numbers 
using different representations, including the 
number line and 100 square. We will continue to 
compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100 
and use the correct signs to indicate more and 
less than. In Sycamore, we will continue to 
explore shape and their properties before 
recapping and consolidating our fantastic 
number knowledge learnt this year. 

 

 

 
  
 Our Science learning this term is to observe 

and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into 
mature plants. We will investigate and 
describe how plants need water, light and a 
suitable temperature to grow and stay 
healthy. We will be growing our own seeds 
within the classroom and will record any 
changes observed in a diary.  

Millennium children will develop locational 
knowledge of the UK and will use photographs, 
plans and maps to recognize geographical 
similarities and differences through our study of 
settlements houses, buildings, and landmarks in 
our local area and beyond. We will be visiting 
crystal palace park and will be looking at making 
comparisons between that park and our local 
park. The children we be encouraged to 
evidence their findings.  
                                                               

 Welcome back everyone, we hope you had a lovely Half term. We are looking forward to the weeks 
ahead! 

Please remember, if you have any questions, please do let a member of staff know so we can do 
whatever we can to support you. Thanks all, Mrs Akehurst and Miss Samuels. 
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CLASS NOTICES 

Millennium- Please remember to bring in 
your homework books each Friday. Forest 
school is on Wednesday afternoons.  
Crystal Palace Park - Date TBC 
 
Sycamore – Forest school is on Monday 
afternoon. 
  
 

Geography 


